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P ATRON : M R L. N ESBITT
The Native Orchid Society of South Australia, while taking all due care,
take no responsibility for loss or damage to any plants whether at
shows, meetings or exhibits.
Views or opinions expressed by authors of articles within this Journal do
not necessarily reflect the views or opinions of the management
committee. We condone the reprint of any articles if acknowledgment is
given.
Front cover from an original drawing of Pterostylis cucullata ssp.
cucullata by Thelma Bridle. Used with her kind permission. Pterostylis
cucullata ssp. cucullata is a rare, short-statured species of Leafy
Greenhood which grows only in coastal regions. Thought to be extinct in
SA, a NOSSA member discovered a large population in 2013, growing
in the lower South East close to the Victorian border.
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EDITORIAL
Happy New Year Everyone! With a new year comes a new front cover drawing, so special thanks go to Thelma
Bridle for supplying the drawing of Pterostylis cucullata. Last year was a successful year for NOSSA with surveys
occurring across the state, well attended field trips, an impressive display of orchids at our show, and finishing with
a fun auction night and barbeque. We look forward to seeing where NOSSA travels in 2014. Remember to note
down key dates for this coming year. Bring suggestions for what orchids you would like to see for the Field Trip
Planning meeting in March. With the Annual General Meeting fast approaching, this can be an opportunity to
increase your involvement in the society, so feel free to nominate for a variety of positions on the committee.
I am desperately looking for an editor, as I cannot take on the full role of editor due to study commitments. See
details below. It can be a fun way to learn more about orchids and meet other members.
Helen Lawrence
Assistant Editor

NOTICE BOARD
The Native Orchid Society of South Australia meets every fourth Tuesday of the months February to November at
St Matthew's Hall, Bridge Street, Kensington. Meeting starts at 8:00 p.m. Doors to the hall will be open from 7:15
pm to allow Members access to the Library and Trading Table.
Date
February 22 Sat
February 25, Tue
March 4, Tue
March 7, Fri
March 8 Sat
March 25, Tue

Event
Field Trip Mt Lofty Botanic Gardens Lower Carpark 10am
General Meeting Trevor Garard will be speaking the Orchid in Schools Project
Committee Meeting at the home of John and Libby Bartram, starting at 7 pm
Articles for Journal are to reach the editor by this date.
Field Trip Planning 4pm BBQ to follow 380Portmanock St Fairview Park
AGM

EDITOR WANTED
As mentioned in the Editorial I desperately need a
new editor. The job will not be too demanding, as
the role involves proof reading articles as well as
finding articles. I’m estimating that it will only
require a couple of hours of work per month. I will
be continuing formatting the journal, so it will be a
shared role. If you are interested please feel free
to contact me and discuss the details. All you
require is a computer, an email address and
internet connection!
Ph: 8294 8014 or
Email: helen.orchidnotes@gmail.com
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OPPORTUNITIES FOR 2014 NOSSA COMMITTEE
NOSSA Members are asked to consider joining the
management committee. There will be opportunities
to be involved, particularly with the President,
Secretary and Editor indicating that they will not be
accepting nominations to be on the committee in
2014.
Nominations must be received by the
Secretary by 4 March 2014. Please discuss the
opportunities with current committee members and
indicate your interest to the Secretary. Nomination
form:

Journal of the Native Orchid Society of South Australia Inc.
2014 MEMBERSHIP NOTICE
Members who wish to pay 2014 Membership Fees
electronically should e-mail NOSSA Treasurer on
nossatreasurer@hotmail.com
You will receive banking details so that you can
complete your subscription. Please remember to
include in your email any change of address details,
Treasurer
Journal cost $2.00 per issue. Family or single
membership with subscription $20.00*
*Postal Mail full year $20.00.
Email full year
$15.00. Pro-rata rates for third quarter $10.00 and
last quarter $5.00. Students $10.00 per year.
Juniors $5.00
AUSTRALIA POST GOES NATIVE
On January 14th, Australia Post released a new series
of stamps featuring four elegant Australian orchids.
The orchids are Golden Rock Orchid (Dockrillia
striolata ssp. chrysantha), Bee Orchid (Caladenia
discoidea), Orange Blossom Orchid (Sarcochilus
falcatus) and Shirt Orchid (Thelymitra campanulata)
The drawings were based upon photographs supplied
by ANOS Vic member, Gary Backhouse, who
incidentally is also a NOSSA member. Unfortunately,
the first day covers will have been withdrawn for sale
by the time this Journal goes to press.
Source: Australiasian Native Orchid Society (Victorian
Group) Bulletin February 2014 Volume 46 Issue 7
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RESULTS OF PTEROSTYLIS CURTA PHOTOGRAPH
REQUEST
Earlier this year many members responded to the
request from the WA Native Orchid Study &
Conservation Group (WANOSCG) for a photograph
of a Pterostylis curta to be included in their article on
Roy Hargreaves who was known as Mr Curta after his
favourite orchid. The WANOSCG selected Alan
Stephenson’s photograph.
Marina Karyagina
(WANOSCG) has asked that thanks be past unto all
who have helped them. I, also, would like to take this
opportunity to thank all who responded including
those who were unable to supply a picture and also
those who supplied some extra information about
Roy, one of which I would like to share.
Helen Richards sent this memory – Roy Hargreaves
was a friend of mine for many years and I sent him
many tubers and he sent me many also. In discussion on
either cultivation or conservation of orchids he send me
a slide labelled 1,800 P. curta tubers, 320 grams,
tubers from 1 compartment of washtrough. His
washtroughs full of P. curta were well known to old
NOSSA members. I have Roy's P. curta in cultivation ...
BOOK ORDER
Book orders will be place this month and when
they arrive, the members who have ordered books
will be notified

TREES FOR LIFE THREATENED FLORA PROJECT: DIARY DATES MAR-MAY 2014
The Threatened Flora Project aims to protect nationally endangered species in the Northern and Yorke region.
Threat abatement activities include weed and pest animal control, translocation planting and maintenance, and
population monitoring. Below are the dates for Autumn 2014.
Erica Rees: 0408 812 677 or Email: ericar@treesforlife.org.au
Month

Date/Time

Species

Site details

Location

Site Work

Mar

Tues 18 Thurs 20
Tues 8

Caladenia intuta / caladenia
macroclavia
Lachnagrostis limitanea

Private properties
& Council Reserve
Council HA

Yorke
Peninsula
Spalding

Control woody weeds

Pterostylis despectans

Private properties

Hallet

April
April

Wed 9 Thurs 10
Tues 29
Wed 30

Control Phalaris, broadleaf
weeds
Control woody weeds

Caladenia argocalla
Acanthocladium dockeri

Private property
Roadside reserve

Sevenhill
Blyth

Control lavender
Control broadleaf weeds

May
May

TBA
Wed 14

Caladenia argocalla
Caladenia argocalla

Private HA
Private property

Sevenhill
Sevenhill

May

Fri 30

Lachnagrostis limitanea

Council HA

Spalding

Control lavender
Control lavender, woody
weeds
Control Phalaris, broadleaf
weeds

April
April
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NOSSA COMMITTEE MEET ING
R O BE R T L A W R E N C E
4 F E B R U A RY 2 0 1 4
7:15-10:05 PM

This was a rather long meeting with progress being
made on a variety of issues with a view to tidy loose
ends before the next AGM. Some of the outcomes of
the meeting are covered in separate items in this
Journal. We would like to thank Jane Higgs and
Lesley Gunn for providing comments to the committee.
Following are some other highlights.
New Editor For The Journal
Helen is prepared to continue as Assistant Editor, but
with time commitments in the coming year cannot take
on the role of Editor. She would like the Editor to be
somebody who is not a regular contributor of articles
with the role of selecting and proof reading articles.
Helen will supply the technical assistance involved in
formatting the material.
New Books
Two books will be purchased for the NOSSA Library,
these being Orchids of South-West Australia by Noel
Hoffman and Andrew Brown, and Orchid pollinators

of Victoria by Rudi Kuiter. It is hoped that the library
will be used more once a planned new bookcase is in
place.
Website Upgrade
The Webmaster, Rosalie Lawrence, has an upgrade
of the website ready to be published. This will be
previewed at the next general meeting before going
live to the world. The new version allows more
photographs and articles and will include old Journals
from 1977.
Website Correspondence
John Dowe from James Cook University contacted
NOSSA for assistance identifying orchids in some
historic paintings from the South East.
He is
researching the paintings of Marie Wehl, niece of
Baron Ferdinand Von Mueller.

TUBER BANK REPORT JANUARY 2014
JANE HIGGS

Thank you to the people who supplied tubers for the
Tuber Bank this season (2013/2014) and also to the
people who purchased tubers. Hopefully, these will
all grow on and multiply and perhaps in the future
some will be able to be given back to the Tuber Bank.
Numbers of people growing terrestrials are
dwindling, so here’s hoping!!

not available. As those who grow terrestrials know, it
is hit-and-miss to predict how many tubers are in the
pots from year to year until the pots are actually
tipped out.

I was able to supply most of the tubers ordered and
fill in with substitutes for the couple of lots that were

Thanks again,
Jane Higgs.
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$74 was the amount returned to NOSSA from the
sales.
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ORCHIDS IN SCHOOLS PROGRAM
T R E V OR G A R A R D ( O C S A E D U C A T I O N O F F I C ER )

It is believed this program is the only one of its type
currently running in Australia.
The Orchids in Schools Program (OIS) started in 2011
at Woodville High School as an Orchid Club of South
Australia (OCSA) project under the supervision of
Richard Fishlock and Allan Stewart. A teacher
transferring from Woodville High to Willunga High
who was familiar with the OIS program saw Willunga
High join the program in 2012 with Trevor Garard as
their mentor. At a presentation on the ABC stage at
the Adelaide Royal Show that year, a teacher from
Mount Barker High became interested in the program
and they joined the program in October 2012 also
under the guidance of Trevor Garard.
The students learn much more than basic plant culture.
The tables below give an overview to the depth of
the program.

2013 saw the program go to another level when an
Agriculture Class teacher at Willunga High asked if
orchid culture could be introduced as part of Year 9
Agriculture lessons. It was decided to give it a go
although no one had tried this before and it has been
a very successful move. Mt. Barker High also followed
the agriculture idea with a modified program for
Year 8 students.
In 2013 all school orchid clubs participated in OCSA
major shows including the Adelaide Royal Show
OCSA Spring Show and two schools entered the
Royal Agricultural and Horticultural Society Orchid
Competition. All schools had great success at these
competitions. Not only did they compete but Willunga
and Mt. Barker students also co presented on the ABC
stage at the Royal Show and gave deflasking
demonstrations at two OCSA presentations.

Theory Sessions
 Flower description
 Species/Hybrid
 Taxonomy
 Hybridising Overview
 Laboratory Principles
 Fertilizers
 Pests and Viruses
 Terminology/Glossary
 Judging/R.H.S.
 Basic Marketing/Account Handling
Practical Sessions













The participating schools were given a state show
number and ‘honorary member’ status by the Orchid
Club of South Australia allowing them to participate
in any OCSA function which includes major shows,
monthly competitions and workshops. Nearly all
plants/pots etc. have been donated by OCSA
members with a few private donations helping to
keep up supply. Importantly many reference books
have been donated to the school libraries.

Recent developments include Willunga High Orchid
Club becoming involved in starting a native orchid
area as part of a larger indigenous garden and also
starting a native orchid tuber and seed bank. NOSSA
has been very helpful in this area by assisting with
advice for on ground preparation. These initiatives
are part of a Natural Resource Management
program. Mount Barker High will be following a
similar native orchid program as soon as suitable
infrastructure is completed in 2014.

Chemical awareness/OH&S
Plant Culture
Growing Media
Plant/Equipment Hygiene
Divide/Re-pot
Pollinate Plant
Prepare Plant for Show (1)
Spring Orchid Search
Deflasking and Care of Seedlings
Prepare Plant for Show (2)
Any other useful excursions
Prepare Plants for sale/attend market

The future of the program is looking good and will
hopefully expand in 2014. OCSA would like to see
more schools join across South Australia given that the
2014 Royal Show will now incorporate a schools only
plant and display competition.
Note: Trevor will be speaking about this topic at our
next General Meeting.
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ORCHID SURVEYS IN FO RESTRY SA MOUNT GAMB IER NATIVE FOREST RESERVES
R E PO R T FO R N I N E N A T I V E F OR E ST R ES E R VE S A T T A N T A N O O L A A N D I N T H E M O U N T B U R R R A N G E 2 0 1 3

In 2013, NOSSA members again surveyed Native
Forest Reserves (NFR) within the Mount Gambier area
pine plantations for native orchids. Twelve members
participated in various surveys held over 3-day
periods in April, August and October, spending total
of 506 hours working in the field. Participants: Bob
Bates, Ken & Barb Bayley, Phil & Thelma Bridle, Lyn
Edwards, Sheryl Holliday, Peter McCauley, June
Niejalke, Kevin & Lois Schneemilch and Bevin Scholz.
In 2013 we were requested to survey nine smaller
NFRs in the Mount Burr Range and Tantanoola area
north-west of Mount Gambier.
Tracks were walked for each survey, recording GPS
for all orchids along both sides of the track. Repeated
each survey this provides a comprehensive list of all
orchid species through the year. Weed infestations
were also recorded as Forestry SA uses the results for
management of the sites, removing weeds and
protecting sensitive orchid areas. They have a genuine
interest in conservation of native woodland and wish
to avoid habitat destruction when growing and
harvesting pines.

Speculantha obesa

Arachnorchis phaeoclavia

Autumn was dry in the South East, following a dry
summer and few orchid species were recorded in
April. Speculantha obesa (Red-tipped Greenhood)
was flowering at a few sites and by August this
endangered orchid had produced seedpods.
Eriochilus cucullatus (Parson’s Bands) and Leporella
fimbriata (Fringed Hare Orchid) were also flowering.

day of the survey. Both T. juncifolia and T. ixioides
(Spotted Sun-orchid) are found in the South East and
T. pallidifructus (Pale Capsules) was recorded
frequently. T. rubra was in pod by the time of our
visit, but the red capsules make the species very
recognisable. A single Arachnorchis venusta (Graceful
Spider Orchid) was flowering and also the tiny
Petalochilus pusillus (Pygmy Caladenia). Leptoceras
menziesii (Hare Orchid) had many leaves but few
flowers, whilst A. phaeoclavia (Brown Clubbed Spider
Orchid) was flowering prolifically along sandy tracks.
A. necrophylla (Late Spider) was found in bud and
later confirmed when flowering in December.

Some of the sites surveyed were small with an
insufficient buffer zone, so orchid numbers were fewer
and variety of species reduced, compared to larger
NFRs. Also internal tracks were found to be more
productive than boundaries.

Over 40 orchid species were listed for the surveys. A
detailed report, together with maps showing locations
of species and a database of GPS records was
forwarded to Forestry SA, together with similar
details for weed species.

By the August survey winter rainfall had resulted in
inundation of low lying areas, reducing access for
surveying. Corysanthes incurvus (Slaty Helmet Orchid)
and a few C. dilatata (Veined Helmet Orchid) were
flowering and Bunochilus chlorogrammus (Greenstriped Greenhood).
Thelymitra rubricaulis, the
uncommon and early flowering Peat-bog Sun Orchid)
was in bud.

In 2014 NOSSA members will be surveying orchids in
Red Gum Forests, including swamps, in the Penola
area. If any NOSSA members would be interested in
taking part on one or more of these surveys, please
contact me for further details, dates etc. Forestry SA
provides money towards fuel and accommodation
costs.

Orchid species in October proved a little difficult to
identify as the weather was cool and cloudy each
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Thelma Bridle
t.p.bridle@bigpond.com
or 8384 4174
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NOSSA OUTING TO WOORABINDA AND HENDER PARKS, STIRLING
4 T H JANUARY
LEO DAVIS

A group of about a dozen enthusiasts assembled
outside Wirrabinda Park, on January 4, most having
come up the Freeway through the Hyacinth Tunnels.
We were lucky to be led by Bob Bates who’d brought
his Mum along. We all hoped that we can be as
nimble as she is, physically and mentally, should we
reach her grand age.

We’d come for the Common Hyacinth Orchid
(Dipodium roseum) and, if lucky, the very rare, in this
part of SA, Small Spotted Hyacinth Orchid (D.
pardalinum). We found a few of the common form
outside the Park, as we waited for the full company
to assemble. Bob, who sees everything, spotted
plants growing across the road, at the front door of a
Stirling home.
We found a few more beside the track skirting
Woorabinda Lake but the numbers lifted once we
crossed the Adelaide to Melbourne Railway Line, over
into Hender Park.
Bob claimed that the colour range of D. roseum, from
near white to deepest pink, with little correlation to
the stem colours of light green to dark purple, is
greater in these Parks than anywhere else in
Australia.
Finding a Small Spotted Hyacinth Orchid (D.
pardalinum) in bud, Bob explained the diagnostic
features; red spots outside the white sepals and a hint
of yellow at their tips. Then Patsy Love found an
open spike; only two were ever found. The species
was first discovered, in this Park, a few years ago, by
Cathy and Malcolm Houston, who joined our group
today, late in the outing.
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The Dipodium roseum flowers at Hender &
Woorabinda seemed to show less of the
characteristic dark pink spots on lighter pink petals
and sepals. The image above, taken at Talisker C.P.,
shows D. roseum (right) with these characteristics
along with dark pink stripes on the lighter pink
labellum. At left D. pardalinum shows pink spots on
white sepals, petals and labellum. Note the dark
stems on both plants growing side by side.

Another record for the site, possibly under another
name then, was the first discovery, in SA, of the
Cinnamon Bells or Common Potato Orchid (Gastrodia
sesamoides), about 100 years ago.
It’s worth keeping close to Bob and listening, on
outings, because some much can be learned as he
chats. He pointed out “self pollinated” sun orchids
(Thelymitra ssp.) and explained how we could
recognise them; all ovaries had developed, which is
unlikely if pollination depends upon insects.
Somebody spotted Onion Orchids in fruit and Bob
confidently identified them as Microtis parviflora from
the size, shape and spacing of the ovaries. Close
listeners then heard that he and, was it Joe Quarmby,
had found a new species of Microtis that is soon to be
described.
He identified “spotted sun orchids”,
Thelymitra juncifolia &/or ixioides, I presume, just from
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their seed pods. Or was he looking at withered
leaves and general plant form as well?
In passing Bob noted that a range of specialised
interests were accommodated in the Parks; for train
spotters at least two passed though one sighting was
just of two engines, bird watchers had a hide, beside
the lake, and Bob noted 6 species of butterflies. I only
noticed Wanderers (Danaus plexipus) and male and
female Common Browns (Heteronympha merope).
Weed spotters and pullers were well catered for.
(Check Cathy Houston’s report on our last visit to the
Parks, appearing in the February 2012 Journal, in
which she speaks of “spot the native” and “Who’s who
of Weeds!”). I was amazed to see Bob pulling up
“weeds” that I had assumed were local plants. Out
came a vigorous Billiardiera heterophylla (Blue-bell
Creeper or Apple-berry), an intruder from WA. A
sturdy Aaron’s Rod (Verbascum sp.) was next, an
intruder from overseas. Robert Lawrence was also
weeding, as ever, and out came a Watsonia sp. He
told us a sad fact, that the weed daisy of European
origin that we saw a lot of today, Rough Cat's Ear
(Hypochaeris radicata), is actually the commonest
reported plant, native or exotic, in regular plant
surveys around Adelaide and the Hills. Bob cheekily
pointed out a number of 4 to 5 m high “weeds” that
he thought Robert might tackle.
And finally a cautionary tale for the beginner or the
gullible. We had our attention drawn, was it by
Rosalie or Helen Lawrence, to the False Orchid
(Lobelia gibbosa; Start with the Leaves, pp 98-99).
I’m no longer fooled by the flower but I carefully took
a GPS reading of it in bud, in Scott Creek C.P. a
couple of years back, certain that it was the Horned
or Crucifix Orchid (Orthoceras strictum); it was in the
right place at the right time, the actual orchid having
been found there, around that time, the year before.
It turns out to be very much more common than the
very uncommon orchid.
I hadn’t confessed my
embarrassing error till now.

Heteronympha merope male sunning
himself

Dipodium pardalinum. Note pink spots on white
sepals and petals with spots on the white
labellum.

A very pale form of Dipodium roseum with pale pink
spots on white sepals and petals, but with characteristic
pink stripes on the white labellum

Lobelia gibbosa
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ANNUAL MT LOFTY BOTANIC WALKS REPORT 2013
ROSALIE LAWRENCE

Regardless of the weather, people want to see the
orchids. They may only be the humble common
orchids but people want to see them.

To see a video of the first two walks, go to
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dqpfMh1AlDw or
enter “orchidnotes Australia” in the search engine.

This season’s walk amply illustrated this point. As
usual three walks were planned. On the first walk the
weather overcast and threatening. The Hills were
hidden in cloud and mist. Driving up there I doubted
whether there would be anyone there but to my
surprise (Oh me of little faith!) seven people had
turned up for the outing beside those leading. Bodo
was well prepared with his bright yellow raincoat
with the rest of us also prepared for any rain. We
started out visiting the usual places beginning at the
cutting where there was a good display of
Arachnorchis tentaculata, a small number of Diurus
pardina and D. orientis as well as some hybrids; and
tucked away were some Pterostylis pedunculata. But
we never reached the second stop! Halfway up the
hill the rain was falling so heavily that we had no
alternative but to cancel the rest of the walk.
Our second walk a few days later, what a contrast –
beautiful sunny and dry! The numbers were more
than doubled, including a family with some primary
aged children who once they got their eye in eagerly
joined in spotting the orchids for us. We started this
walk in reverse by picking from where we left off on
the Wednesday previously. Up on the hill we found
not one bearded orchid as in previous years but ten;
as well as numerous tiny leafed Nemacianthus
caudatus.
Other species seen were Microtis,
Caladenia carnea and the bud of a hyacinth orchid.

Keeping dry?

And for our final walk a month later. Being in early
November, rain was not the issue, the sun was shining,
but a reconnaissance by Bodo early in the week
resulted in no orchids. This was not surprising as
elsewhere many orchid flowers had finished with the
recent hot weather and many sun orchids had been
seen in capsules. This did not auger well but on the
day we were delightfully surprised.
The orchids were out, some just beginning and others
just finishing. There were many Microtis arenaria in
flower, Arachnorchis tentaculata finishing, Thelymitra
albiflora which opened while we on the walk, T.
brevifolia, T. rubra, T. juncifolia and possibly T.
peniculata. T. pallidifructus was in bud. Dipodium
roseum from our previous walk was still in bud.
Interspersed throughout was the weedy Disa
bracteata.
One of the beared orchids that was found
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WINNING PICTURE FOR NOVEMBER 2013 PARACALEANA MINOR SECTION
ROSALIE LAWRENCE

As stated in the December Journal, the winning
photograph of the Little Duck Orchid (Paracaleana
minor) was taken by David Manglesdorf.
In South Australia, though much smaller than its big
brother – Caleana major, it still suffers from similar
problems ie lack of pollinator, vulnerable status,
extremely limited distribution within the Southern Lofty
region. The Little Duck is widespread in the east
extending from Queensland down around into the
South East, as well as across to Tasmania, plus one
other distant location.
One of the differences between the two species is
that minor is able to set seeds without insect
pollination occurring. Could this possibly help provide
an explanation for its other location?
There is one colony near the very popular tourist
resort of Rotorua, New Zealand where it is called
Sullivania minor, (Paracaleana minor is recognised as
a synonym). According to Graeme Jane it has been
there ‘over a very long period’. The speculation is that
it ‘could have arrived during one of those periodic
severe bushfire seasons in eastern Australia when
smoke, ash and apparently orchid seed and insects are
carried high into the atmosphere and brought eastwards
in the jet stream in a few hours. More likely though
(since it has occurred nowhere else), it arrived in soil on
the shoes of a visitor to the thermal wonderland.’
Just some food for thought as to how plants may
spread around the world – but it still doesn’t take
away from the fact that it is also another one that
cannot be cultivated and needs to protected where
naturally grows if we are to continue to enjoy this
species.

David Manglesdorf’s winning small duck orchid

Don’t forget that pictures are required for the
February Competition.
Images can be sent to
nossa.enquiries@gmail.com

References:
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Picture, December Journal, Jane Higgs was listed as
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Higgs, who was the photographer.
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A COUPLE OF SPOTTY HYBRIDS AT SCOTT CREE K CONSERVATION PARK
LEO DAVIS

I have some favourite spots in Scott Creek CP but I’ve
barely begun exploring most of it, so I’ll find more.
On September 29, at a spot, which I’ve been
exploring for just three seasons so far, single plants of
T. luteocilium and what I take to be T. x irregularis
were found, in flower, a metre apart. Two specimens
of T. rubra were in flower a couple of metres away
as was a single very pale pink, looking like T. carnea.
Only the hybrid was still flowering on October 15.
In the DVD “South Australian Native Orchids”, p
1165, in reference to Thelymitra x irregularis, it is
stated, “The parents of the type collection are
supposedly T. carnea and T. ixioides, while the
parentage of South Australian plants is more likely T.
rubra x T. juncifolia or rarely T. rubra x T. ixioides.”
It seems reasonable, to me, to consider T. luteocilium
as a further possible parent for the hybrid.

The spot is thin on plants but busy with species. There
was a single T. benthamiana, in bud (blooming on
October 19) just a metre away and a single
Arachnorchis leptochila just 2 metres away; 7 plants; 6
species.
Close by, on the main track, orchids are more plentiful
and there are many Thelymitra ssp. in flower, but I
can’t sort them all out. The small patch of T. inflata
was unmistakable, of course, with upswept brushes
and deeply split post anther lobe. Damned if I can
work out the difference between the plentiful T.
ixioides and/or T. juncifolia, though the sharp pointed
sepals suggest the latter. But especially intriguing is
the spotted blue Thelymitra hybrid, with crenulated
golden post anther node, that is neither of these. I
find it also in Belair National Park and Knott Hill
Native Forest Reserve.

Thelymitra x irregularis ?
October 15, more than 16
days after first seen open.

T. luteocilium September 29

Thelymitra inflata October 19

Thelymitra hybrid? October 19
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